RETHINK PRACTICAL GUIDANCE

The Lexis Practice Advisor® service is redefining the way you experience practical guidance. Access deeper practice area guidance enhanced with an improved interface and more flexibility to find the content you need.

Access a growing collection of practical guidance backed by experts.
You can find a rapidly growing collection of authoritative practical guidance—including practice notes, annotated forms and checklists—to work with greater efficiency in practice areas that include:

- Capital Markets & Corporate Governance
- Commercial Transactions
- Corporate and M&A
- Finance
- Intellectual Property & Technology
- Labor & Employment
- Real Estate

Work with confidence knowing our practical guidance is written by 650+ expert attorney authors—91% of whom are currently practicing.

A new interface with additional navigation options puts you in control.
Find practical guidance your way. Whether you like to browse information or quickly drill down to find what you need, Lexis Practice Advisor now offers more options.

A. More navigation options—Search by practice area, content type or jurisdiction to pinpoint exactly what you need.

B. Jurisdictional navigation and browse filters end repetitive scrolling through lengthy state listings to help you find results faster.
Work with greater efficiency by finding information faster.

Your search for guidance is simplified with these options.

C. Task menus organize practice area information in a task hierarchy. They open up new possibilities to browse a comprehensive collection of practice area content or quickly drill down to find more nuanced, specific results.

D. Filters to narrow your search appear at the left side of results screens to expedite drilling down to the information you need. Results refresh as you choose filters. (Not shown below.)

If you would like a product demo or have questions, please contact your representative, or call 800-543-6862